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Less Clutter, Less Noise: Beyond Bulletins, Brochures, and Bake Sales || Kem Meyer       3.26.10 
23 How does your correspondence make the reader feel? 
28 Who are you serving?  The customer or yourself? 
32 Making time for personal reflection 
33 Don’t punish the crowd to keep a few happy 
41 Just give the gift, don’t bring attention to yourself 
45 Ads create awareness, not interest 
48 Only the attractive can attract 
52 www.note-to-cmo.blogspot.com 
56 Clarity is the new creativity 
61 Be a spy 
62 4 out of 5,000 people accessed their online guides 
66 www.12seconds.tv 
69 Good websites for research 
72 Culture hasn’t shut down, it’s just shifted 
75 If they’re not looking for it, they won’t hear it 
79 8 commandments for announcements 
84 How do you educate insiders about outsiders? 
85 Reach fewer people more times 
85 People’s needs drive their attention 
89 Information is giving out, communication is getting through 
93 Defining culture 
98 What are you willing to learn about people? 
103 www.search.twitter.com 
114 The difference between a right and wrong word 
117 First space vs. second space 
121 Inspiration, then information 
127 Use the website at the info table 
132 Blogging frequency 
136 Say less; value people’s time 
143 2 announcement rule 
147 Guest over organization at all times 
151 Spin vs. framing 
158 Simples problems = simple solutions 
162 Driving people to the web 
175 Job descriptions vs. job responsibilities 
177 “Calling the police when they need an ambulance” 
183 What gift can you give others? 
187 Image consultants 
193 There is no penalty for disagreement 
197 People are better art critics than artists 
204 Don’t prioritize policy over people 
205 Influence over control 
209 Don’t take away without giving back 
211 Bend a rule, don’t sacrifice a relationship 
212 Control freak attitudes 
216 Be available 
219 The importance of the database 
228 Make time for conversations 
229 Letting go of what you have 
230 Every new adjustment is an exercise in self-esteem 
231  Make it about others 
232 Conversations lead to personal change 
234 The baton exchange 
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240 Free copy of communication guide 
243 Standardized computers 
244 “Equal time” is not a value 
251 Demographic-specific Starting Point 
252 Vehicles and delivery 
265 Free market research slides 
 
 
The Paradox of Choice: Why More is Less || Barry Schwartz             3.24.10 
3 Negative vs. postive liberty 
21 Tyranny of small decisions 
36 Nothing is ever settled 
40 Choice in religion / church 
47 Six steps to good decisions 
48 Experienced, expected, and remembered utility 
49 Kahneman’s “peak-end” rule 
58 Vivid interviews with people have profound effects in judgment 
62 Anchoring 
75 Chooser vs. picker 
78 Maximizer vs. satisficer 
90 Maximizer vs. perfectionists’ standards 
92 Maximizer & satisficer are domain-specific 
103 Learned helplessness 
107 Social relations = more happiness 
110 Social fabric is no longer a birthright but a choice 
111 Exit & voice 
131-2 Negative vs. positive emotions ability to cloud decisions 
149 Commission vs. omission  
164 The upside of regret 
179 The power of gratitude 
187 Keep great experiences rare 
194 Pursuing positional goods 
 


